Welcome to School

Unscramble the following words from Welcome to School. Use them to do the crossword puzzle. Version 1 of the crossword puzzle has letter hints to help you. As you use each word, practice the sign!

1 - ANIPT
2 - BATEL
3 - BEMERMER
4 - CKACKBPA
5 - CPELNI
6 - CRETHAE
7 - DERA
8 - EPN
9 - ETUQI
10 - INEL PU
11 - LAPRINPCI
12 - NEAM
13 - NTUCO
14 - OLCOHS
15 - RAPPE
16 - RCAIH
17 - RELAN
18 - RWOD
19 - SERT
20 - SISRSCSO
21 - SLACS
22 - SREMUNB
23 - TAMSRS
24 - TENTSUD
25 - TWIRE
26 - ULEG
27 - WRDA
28 - YONSARC
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Across
1- I have 4 legs and you sit on me.
2- You carry your supplies to school in me.
3- You go to school to __________.
4- You do this with books.
5- You use these to cut paper.
6- You do this to put words on a paper.
7- A writing utensil filled with ink.
8- You write and draw on me.
9- What people call you by
10- You count with me.
11- The head of the classroom.
12- Where you go to learn.
13- I think you are ________ for finishing this puzzle.

Down
1- You use me to color on paper.
2- I have a flat top and legs. You sit at me to eat.
3- I am a room full of students.
4- You need me to make up a sentence.
5- You do this to make a picture.
6- I am the opposite of forgot.
7- You use a brush to ________ a picture.
8- I am filled with graphite and I have an eraser.
9- The head of a school
10- A member of a class is called a ________.
11- You do this with numbers.
12- You use this to stick something to paper.
Across
1. I have 4 legs and you sit on me.
2. You carry your supplies to school in me.
3. You go to school to ________.
4. You do this with books.
5. You use these to cut paper.
6. You do this to put words on a paper.
7. A writing utensil filled with ink.
8. You use me to write and draw on.
9. What people call you by
10. You count with me.
11. The head of the classroom.
12. Where you go to learn.
13. I think you are ________ for finishing this puzzle.

Down
1. You use me to color on paper.
2. I have a flat top and legs. You sit at me to eat.
3. I am a room full of students.
4. You need me to make up a sentence.
5. You do this to make a picture.
6. I am the opposite of forget.
7. You use a brush to ________ a picture.
8. I am filled with graphite and I have an eraser.
9. The head of a school.
10. A member of a class is a ________.
11. You do this with numbers.
12. You use this to stick something to paper.
ANSWER KEYS

1. PAINT
2. TABLE
3. REMEMBER
4. BACKPACK
5. PENCIL
6. TEACHER
7. READ
8. PEN
9. QUIET
10. LINE UP
11. PRINCIPAL
12. NAME
13. COUNT
14. SCHOOL
15. PAPER
16. CHAIR
17. LEARN
18. WORD
19. REST
20. SCISSORS
21. CLASS
22. NUMBERS
23. SMART
24. STUDENT
25. WRITE
26. GLUE
27. DRAW
28. CRAYONS
29. PAY ATTENTION
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